Eating Disorders in Athletes: From Risk Management to Therapy.
Balanced sporting activity should be considered a resource in the treatment of eating disorders (ED), in particular of the BED and in obesity but also, if conducted and guided by expert preparers and rehabilitators, in some forms of anorexia and in bulimia.</p> Objective: However, when physical activity becomes compulsive, an end in itself and which interferes predominantly in daily activities, aimed essentially at energy consumption to force weight loss up to marked decay, it becomes a pathological instrument, an elimination course, a form purging and falls within the diagnostic criteria in bulimia and anorexia nervosa. </p> Methods: Many data of the literature also report the presence of ED also among athletes. A 2004 study reported that the prevalence of eating disorders in sports would be 13.5% compared to 4.5% of control subjects. </p> Results:In general, nutrition is experienced, not only by athletes themselves but also by technicians and coaches, as a tool for improving performance and as such assimilated to an aspect of training but in the presence of factors of vulnerability towards the ED by of the young athletes the exaggerated tendency to manipulate the weight can determine the appearance of an eating disorder or of the so-called athletic anorexia or the RED-S. </p> Conclusions:It is important to emphasize that not only do professional athletes suffer from it, but also good-looking amateurs and amateurs.